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David: So Dana it's been a while since you’ve been on my podcast, so can I catch just up what’s been happening in the Dana Gardner world?

Dana Gardner: Yeah, no it's great to be with you again David as always, I’ve been doing essentially the same thing that I have been doing for 
going on 13 years now, and that’s trying to track the progression of enterprises to more of a “Cloud and Hybrid Cloud Model”, looking at not 
only the technology but the economics and the business sense around that, and producing content that helps people better understand 
that journey and the latest developments and impacts. So like yourself I like to podcast, I like to talk to people and grab conversational media 
and then extend that across different domains and use social to amplify that. But I’m particularly interested in use case scenarios talking to 
actual users, talking to partners and alliance ecosystem and groupings and finding out what’s really going on, on the ground.  So, doing the 
same thing talking about “Cloud and Hybrid Cloud and Multi Cloud” and looking at “Big Data” and “Analytics” as a service and now “Machine 
Learning” as a service and ultimately “Artificial Intelligence” because these are sort of the fruits of Cloud and what you can you do with high 
performance computing as a service. So more or the same but the newest developments for creating stories, learning and then helping other 
people learn too.
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David: So, ultimately we’re looking at lots of different technologies that are out there, so in other words we are looking at lots of different 
certainly “Machine Learning” and certainly “Containers” and certainly “Serverless Computing” things like that and what do you think out there 
is having the most impact in the last couple of years in terms of what’s new and exciting?

Dana Gardner: Yeah, well what’s happening is I think there is a great appeal on one hand for organizations to try to offload as much of IT as 
they can, they want to get their developers happy, they want to move right into production, have rapid iterations and speed to produce value 
around applications, they want to associate data, lifecycle and therefore ultimately analytics with all of that and then you’d be thinking about 
what’s going on at the edge, because they need to start to tie that in more and more as well. What the big three or “Hyper Scale Leadership” 
folks are doing being “Google” of course “AWS” and “Microsoft Azure” is making things very appealing and “Serverless” is one of the new ways 
to make them an offer they can’t refuse. But there is also a very strong threat in the market about not wanting to get locked-in to want to have 
more choice and to really avail themselves of what the full spectrum of computing infrastructure possibilities can be in due, so not to even 
do away with bare metal in many cases.  To think about “Private Cloud” Private Cloud (indiscernible 0:02:50) but also Private Cloud Hosting, 
and then to try to evaluate the best choices on Public Cloud and whether they can actually have multiple Public Cloud providers and tie this 
together in some way and not let it spin-off and do disorganization or have their costs spin-off as well.  So it's a very interesting time, like you 
say some things never change which is as always a seduction process to a particular platform or API set, but at the same time there is also the 
need for independence and being able to assert governance over your overall organization.

David: Yeah I think ultimately it's the objectives of the enterprises are really kind of moving towards the same in objectives in other words 
they’re looking for something it’s open importable, they are looking for something it's new and shiny in tuning the Serverless stuff and they’re 
looking at lots of different things that are really kind of objectives that are kind of working against themselves, so in other words if I move into 
“Serverless Base Computing” I’m typically getting to more proprietary stuff in other words I’m going to not necessarily locked-in but I’m going 
to have trouble taking those applications that I built on the “Serverless Platforms” and moving them from Cloud-to-Cloud. So what advice you 
are giving people right now that are kind of looking at a paradox of competitive things that are going out there whether the objectives or an 
essence countering each other and they have to make calls now in terms of where they are looking to go but there is really no easy answer?

Dana Gardner: No there isn’t, but I’m advising people to start looking at balance of trade-offs that have to really incorporate the business 
long-term objectives and not just get lost in the technology objectives, and if you’re a developer and somebody offers you Severless and 
you are able to use the tools and approaches, and processes you want and you can get DevOps benefits from that, you’re easily seduced in 
rightfully so, the cost equation is going to also be attractive.  If you are a operation’s orient and you just looking to get those Apps out and you 
just want to get off of the tedium of “Putting out Fires” maintaining a Datacenter particularly if it's dated, you are seduced you want to say “Hey 
you know I’m going to offload all of this stuff and I’m going to be able to enjoy rapid operations and deployments and have choice and better 
control my costs”. (0:05:05) 

But you need to balance that with what I think is basically a procurement mindset and procurement has been going on in supply chain 
management and risk association and evaluation with supply chains has been going on for literally 100s of years. We can go back to the 1600’s 
and Dutch Mercantile Ethos, to think about how to best control and maintain a supply chain, and you need to consider that when you are 
thinking about “Cloud and Multi Cloud and Hybrid Cloud” do I end up having enough control and insight in ability to assess risk when it comes 
to a core central function of my business.

Do I want to supply chain partner or vendor like a Cloud provider to be between me and my customers or between me and my edge devices 
and data, do I want a single Cloud or even a couple of different Cloud providers to be between me and my employees? So, it's an important 
time to way business objectives and long-term strategies that are traditional business concern with what the technology is capable of and 
what some cost pressures particularly to go to a Opex rather than a Capex model can do.  So, I’m encouraging more people to create, a Chief 
Procurement Officer with a specialty of Cloud Computing because a Chief Procurement Officer is in a position of being able to judge what’s 
best for the company looking to get the best costs but also to maintain low risk to have choice, to have balance, to have multiple suppliers. So 
that’s one of the top interests for me right now it’s this notion of a Chief Procurement Officer for Cloud Computing Acquisition.

David: Yeah, so ultimately we’re looking at creating these Cloud Business Offices and these folks that are in these organizations that are 
specializing in Cloud in terms of technology how you are going to buy it, how you are going to kind of like fit it into the existing finances 
things like that. So this is kind of another aspect of that going forward and I think that ultimately a lot of ways in which we deal within Cloud 
is different systemically than what we did in the past with buying hardware and software so it needs to be a new sets of talent, new financial 
models in place, new ways of determining the ROI Metrics. So Dana you wrote an article in CloudTweaks that was kind of an energy, but I think 
it's really kind of cool topic and that’s the container base orchestration stuff that were considering, we’re talking about “Hybrid Clouds” and 
“Multi Cloud” things like that. So going forward kind of update me on what’s going on in that space and things like that that are going on?
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Dana Gardner: Right, so Containers have really become popular and I refer to it as moving from infatuation to love, but like with 
any relationship you have to be careful and maintain quality of communication and have it objective in mind. So we are seeing lots of 
organizations that can now build Apps and they can live on not necessarily host but build out to an Amazon or deploy Kubernetes and let 
Kubernetes takeover from there.  So and developers are moving towards Containers in orchestration and they’re beginning to look at Cloud 
providers as a choice not as either/or but I get to use them all if I want to and I can look at the services that are best from my particular 
application.

So that’s become very, very popular it's also set the stage for more interesting Serverless but sticking just to Containers I think it's safe to say 
that this has become a real force in the market and provides organizations, enterprises, developers, small-to-medium size businesses with a 
lot of what they wanted to get it's sort of (indiscernible 0:08:47) what we were talking about 10 years ago we were still contemplating with the 
Cloud feature could look like. They don’t get everything they want, they still had to price things little differently, there is still some significant 
lifting involved with getting these up and running and maintaining them, but it gets an awful lot done of what organizations are thinking about 
when it comes to infrastructures or service and full application lifecycle into a Cloud provider set.

So I think Containers are here to stay the goals of the Cloud providers are met they are given more workloads and new Apps moved into the 
Cloud they get that clock ticking along and they get revenue from it, organizations get choice and they get speed and they get applications that 
are running regardless of their particular Datacenter performance or network. So it's kind of an interesting time for that we’ve are seeing an 
awful lot of I think solid proactivity around Containers.

David: So Containers aren’t free I mean it costs you time and energy to refactor applications to leverage containers and that’s kind of a big 
thing with people out there who are talking about Containers they love the idea of Containers build a kind of create an obstruction there 
between you and the different Cloud Platforms out there and the ability to kind of move them from place- to-place as you need to. (0:10:01) 
but there is significant redevelopment cost that occurs around Containers and even redesign cost considering that Containers kind of use 
different architectural patterns. So what advice would you give to clients who are looking at Containers?

Dana Gardner: Right, so that’s I think a good time to step back and evaluate what your “Lift and Shift” strategy might be to identify of course 
which Apps are core, which are not so important that are in context perhaps and started to really have a full Application Portfolio Strategy to 
decide where it makes sense to put in that extra energy or whether an App should be retired or whether it should be recreated or refactored. 
So this of course gets to that larger topic of Digital Business Transformation of thinking about things holistically, your data strategy or analytic 
strategy or App strategy or development strategy how that fits into a Cloud Hierarchy or a Cloud Portfolio Choices. And you’re right again 
trade-offs about cost complexity but end of or end run productivity.  So when it comes to Containers you need to approach in the same 
way but if you’re going to look at things as from a Lift and Shift prospective of looking at your legacy, you have other considerations this 
is not something that you consider from the application prospective we have to think about the infrastructure to what degree you’ve got 
virtualization model involved, to what degree compliance regulation and security issues come to bare, privacy around the data issues also 
very prominent these days. So like we said this is not just a one shot logical leap it's something that needs to be factored across a variety of 
different variables and then also thinking about the strategy in a long-term as well as the short-term.

David: So going forward ultimately, this is going to be kind of the jumping up point for the next 10, 15 years of computing, going forward. Is 
there any concern at all that kind of Containers were like a lot of different technologies that you and I have experienced in our career it's just 
kind of fall out of vogue and then ultimately their leverage but they are very difficult to kind of justify kind of as a core part of the architecture 
as we move forward even though they may be important to portability. So is there a kind of some out-of-date feature some of expiration 
date that could occur in containers or even Serverless Computing for that matter which makes the technology not appealing anymore I mean 
certainly moving in different directions I mean have these legacy Containers, that we built 10 years ago they are having to maintain for a long 
period of time.

Dana Gardner: Right, no I think that’s the same old story but you have to look at what’s the right thing to do now and what set you up for 
not so much lock-in, one of the nice things about the Containers is it does hedge that lock-in concern but you also are not just locking into 
a platform or provider you’re locking into a certain type of technology. But you’re right Severless is now coming up as a way to say, very 
attractive, very seductive we can do things, there are different trade-offs but if you’re going to make a big Public Cloud Commitment and 
you’re comfortable with that you’re your Procurement Officer comes in and says “You know we’re okay, you know we made a big bet on 
electricity and we have one major electrical source and we are okay with that”, if you’re willing to go in that direction then yeah containers 
lose their appeal, there might be a jumping point or leapfrog point but they are not the end destination.  But of course Dave as people have 
been looking at these issues for 20 or 30 years, it's never an endpoint, we really can’t predict what’s going to happen in five years, we don’t 
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know whether there is going to be disruptions that erode the credibility of a Public Cloud Model that make Private Clouds absolutely more 
of interest and required. So Containers I don’t know I don’t think we want to write them off quite yet I think there is still a medium termed 
horizon that’s attractive, they do solve a lot of problems and there is that hedge against lock-in and Kubernetes is a quite successful.

David: Yeah and speaking of Kubernetes I mean one of the missing pieces I think with distributed objects and even some of the other 
Container stuff base we are dealing within the past was the ability to make these things scale and the great things about Kubernetes and 
there’s some others out there as well the Apache product for example. Were able to take Containers and write them to a specific standard 
an abstraction standard but the cool thing about that is we don’t necessarily have to engineer the scalability and them with let these 
orchestration layers do the scheduling and do the clustering, and allow them to kind of scale up to enterprise grade stuff.  So it seems like 
it's a plus-plus in the fact that we can get portability with Containers and we can also get scalability with the Container Orchestration Layers. 
Is there a downside there? It seems all upside to me but there’s (0:15:00) got to be something that’s going to be “Gotchas” and there for the 
enterprises they are looking at the technology.

Dana Gardner: Yeah and I think functionally there is not any gadgets on the horizon but remember we have to always look at these through 
the lens of economics and the Cloud providers are going to continue to make offers that people have a hard time to refuse. At the same 
time if the economics don’t pan out we are starting to see more of a automation drive towards using the things like Machine Learning and 
ultimately AI to help you manage and orchestrate your IT Infrastructure and your choices because having people set manually in front of 
screens making decisions doesn’t scale as we know in many instances. And we starting to see organizations say if we can take all the data 
across the entire enterprise why are we taking all the data from across all of the IT and Associated Cloud Partners and start to crunch that 
and by doing so create inference and insight and predictability and start to optimize in a very complex maybe machine driven way how IT 
resources are allocated where those Containers or Serverless Apps are running and how and then do also Algorithmic Optimization around 
the cost structure.  So that to me doesn’t seem to be too far off some people are calling it AIOps I call BudOps but it's the idea of using, like 
the  ’s kids have no shoes, IT is not using Machine Learning and data analytics to the same degree in its own backyard of IT as it is in some 
other area, so that’s another interesting that could change the game.

David: Yeah and I’ve been doing some research on kind of AI base or Machine Learning based operations and normally when we fail and we 
fail because the human beings aren’t necessarily paying attention of what’s going on operations even though the alerts are going on and we 
are asked to do certain things to save the infrastructure. And we had this notion of self-healing what we did so through procedural things 
and those have a tendency to be self-healing but actually can launch other issues because they are procedural, they are static in nature 
and they are not necessarily thinking the way human beings think. So suddenly we take this kind of mundane activity of operating Clouds 
perhaps on premises infrastructure and all points in between things at the edge, things like that and we have it in a learning machine kind of 
a way where they actually understand how things are basically doing cause and effect, how to walk through very complex logical operators 
to get to an end state which is going to be the right end state for the particular systems that were running. And just kind of seems like a Win-
Win and looking out there all the big guys out there who do operational stuff are focusing on Machine Learning integration with the system 
so ultimately we are going to get a positive outcome for that is what you are predicating?

Dana Gardner: Yes I do, it's curious to me because I think there is an opportunity here big enough to drive a truck through, multi-billion 
dollar a year industry that would be growing rapidly for some time but no one has really stepped up and done it. So I was at a “Cloudera 
Analyst Conference” couple of weeks ago in Los Angeles, and they have a lot of the machine learning and machine learning as a service and 
Cross-Cloud Capability for Data Warehousing and Analytics and I’m thinking “Why do you just apply this as a illustrative use case to the IT 
function and I say “Yeah we looked at that, but we have other fish to fry and we’re a platform company”. And I have talked to other companies 
that are management – IT management companies for decades and they say “Yeah we looked at the App but we’re going to focus…” no one 
seems to want to step up Dave and take on what I think is a very interesting opportunity and if you can help IT run itself better don’t you 
make yourself really quite a good friend and a partner to that IT organization and therefore have other advantages in terms of what you 
can do for them as an IT and an analytics provider. I’m surprised there hasn’t been a core look that has to be Cross Platform and that might 
explain it, but I think it's a huge opportunity here.

David: Yeah I couldn’t agree more and I think ultimately as I tell my clients “Automate, Automate, Automate, Automate” because we are an 
essence trying to take the rate of failure App based on the fact that we’re trying to manually process lots of stuff in terms of the Op Stuff and 
of course they would go to the fact that we automated before but it's not necessarily going to be reacting to every sorts of issues out there 
so we have to get the human beings involved, and I think when the human beings get involved in those sorts of things specifically in like 7X24 
operations things have a tendency kind of fail because we are different human beings in place, different knowledge, different outcomes 
things like that. And so if we are able to abstract the complexity away from those who are operating the systems and things are going to get 
much more complex very quickly with the addition of Cloud, addition of IoT based systems and all these other things that are being bolted 
on, to the existing On-Premise Infrastructure and by the way very few of the systems are actually going away, very tiring and we keep running 
the business on them. That we have to figure this out because if we don’t figure this out the complexity will absolutely kill us (0:20:00) it 
will make the thing unmanageable going forward and it won’t be necessarily a failure the technology like Containers and Serverless and 
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Cloud Based Systems and all that and Machine Learning stuff it will be failure of the human beings to kind of keep track of the 1,000 points of 
complexity that are going on within the enterprises where 10 years ago they may have had 200 points of complexity, where am I going wrong?

Dana Gardner: No you got it spot on, I’m in a 100% agreement the complexity is going to get worse and the scale and the speed are going to 
become more issues the only way to tackle this is to use the best of computing and what computing does best, and not allow people to make 
decisions with what the analytics can provide and hopefully those analytics can provide before the issues and therefore make a predictive 
and the more you do it, the better you learn, you apply that learning back to the equation and the algorithm and on and on you go. So yeah to 
me it's a fate that we are faced with without many other choices but the Hyper Scale Cloud Providers want to provide that automation within 
their environment and make that part of their differentiation of value. But as we know it's going to be a cross hybrid spectrum of choices 
Cloud World, so you need to have the ability to do this, I think it's a core-competency that I’d want to have if I were a global enterprise, this 
is not something I want just one of my providers to provide back to me, but if I can control the management and the orchestration and the 
automation, it’s puts me the huge advantage for both how I operate as a business and also how I produce IT value above and beyond my 
competitors.

David: Goodness better than that. So Dana where can we find you on the web?

Dana Gardner: Oh yes well I’m on Twitter @dana_Gardner and I’m at briefingsdirect.com for my podcasts and you can just do a search on my 
name and find my blog, easy to find.

David: How long we known each other Dana?

Dana Gardner:
Gosh back in the old InfoWorld days when I was a reporter and editor there and you are (indiscernible 0:22:13) so we are going back 20 plus 
years.

David: Yeah I know, I know I feeling all pretty since can be 30, 40 and that’s what we are going to head to next. But it's always it’s interesting 
the love this business because if you don’t like it wait a couple of months it changes and as far as new opportunities for dealing with 
technology and I guess if you love technology this is a place to be, wouldn’t you agree?

Dana Gardner: I agree it's like the weather in the north-east whatever you don’t like it's going to change and it is fascinating because it is at 
the intersection of behavior, history, technology and some of those unknown variables like kayos and complex systems. We don’t know what’s 
going to happen next in terms of external factors whether it's climate or it's security or it's even global economic issues, warfare event. So 
yeah it's a fascinating subject and will be for a long time.

David: Well thank you very much Dana Gardner, Interarbor Solutions and we look forward in getting back in podcast soon, appreciate the 
opportunity to speak today.

Dana Gardner: Always a pleasure, thank you
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